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Mum’s Octopus
A story by Don Long

Literal (On the Lines):
Who was collecting the seafood?

What food did the family find?

Inferred (Between the Lines):
How did Mum feel about the octopus?

Why do you think the family gathered their food from the sea
instead of going to a shop?

Applied (Beyond the Lines)
Do you think that people should eat octopus? Why/why not?

When should people go hunting for food in rock pools?

Questions by Deanna Chapman, Maria Eggers, Kate Eden & Colleen
Nicholson - St Joseph's School

Walking Home in the Rain
A story by Feaua‘i Amosa Burgess and Mere Tapaeru Tereora

Literal (On the Lines):
What did the children do when the wind is too strong?

Where did they put their muddy boots?

Inferred (Between the Lines):
What would happen if they did not have raincoats?

How do you think the children feel being in the wind and rain?

Applied (Beyond the Lines)
What do you like to do on a rainy day?

Do you know other times when we wear protective clothing?

Questions by Elise Jenkin, Tamerisk Holtham & Jenny Milne Parklands School

A Finger-painting for Grandpa
A story by Edgar Tu‘inukuafe

Literal (On the Lines):
How many languages are spoken at their house?

Does Grandpa speak English?

Inferred (Between the Lines):
Why does he speak three languages at school?
Why does Mosa go to a Samoan language kindergarten (ā‘oga
‘āmata)?

Why do you think that Grandpa lives with the family?

Applied (Beyond the Lines)
What difficulties might grandparents from the Pacific have living in
NZ?

What are the advantages of having a grandparent living with the
family?

Questions by Julia McNair, Jo Clark & Janice Cowley - Nayland
Primary School

Lavalava
A story by Lino Nelisi

Literal (On the Lines):
When does Dad wear a lavalava?

What does Sofi wear to bed?

Inferred (Between the Lines):
Why does Mum wear a lavalava to play kilikiti?

Everyone is dressed up, where do you think Sofi’s family are
going?

Applied (Beyond the Lines)
Where do you wear your lavalava?

Do you have special clothing for special occasions? Can you talk
about that?

What is your favourite song?

Questions by Donna McKinnon & Ros Allen-Hall - Nelson Central
School

